
Quarter report for the John Casson Foundation – January to March 2017:  Nayamba school  
  
General: 
The new year started on a rather busy note for Nayamba School. With the addition of Grade 8 and one 
teacher leaving at the end of the previous term we had to employ two more teachers. The school has 
now all in all 318 students which is an all-time high.  
Due to the excellent teachers and all the wonderful resources and support from all around the world, 
Nayamba School has gained the reputation as a school who offers quality education to its students. We 
were delighted to get above average Grade 7 exam results back before last Christmas. Consequently, we 
have an increased number of students wanting to attend Nayamba School. Unfortunately, we cannot 
accept all of them but we have a waiting list now. 
During the first week of January we had the JEFA group visiting the local private school and during their 
stay they also spent a day at Nayamba School. The plan was that they would teach during the mornings 
at the other school and spend the afternoons with the students at Nayamba. Sadly, the weather had a 
different opinion. The much-needed rain had decided to bless us during that week heavily and the road 
to the school became on all days but one inaccessible.  
Jefa works with Lego to promote logical thinking and engineering skills at children of all ages. The one 
day they spent at Nayamba was a wonderful opportunity for our kids and we’ve been promised they will 
return when the weather is not going to compromise their stay. 
 
 
 
 
 
The kids at Nayamba school had to 
complete little tasks like building 
certain forms and shapes with the 
lego. The team of instructors were 
a group of young students who 
work under the guidance of 
Brenda who founded the Jefa 
Initiative. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
They came with a whole truck load of 
Lego boxes.  
 
For more info: www.jefa.co.za 
 



At the same time, we had visitors from Italy who had heard about Nayamba. For two weeks Sandra 
Focolari and her son Andreas stayed with us and taught the children of Nayamba about Italy and its rich 
history. There was much excitement when Sandra told them that the symbol of Venice was an African 
Lion. Nayamba’s wonderful energy was doing its magic and Sandra and Andreas went back to Italy 
committed to support Nayamba in future. 
 
In February Nayamba School was chosen to be the lucky recipient of a feeding program funded by an 
American charity called “Anchor of Hope”.  
That came as a rather unexpected but very much needed blessing. With the increase in student numbers 
due to the addition of grade 8 in January 2017 and the reception and preschool in August 2016 our 
budget for HEPS was rather stretched. Anchor of Hope now help us to feed 200 of our 318 students. At 
first, that seemed a bit difficult in theory – how would we explain different meals to the children – with 
the rules and regulations from the charity being very clear. But once the new feeding program was 
implemented the difference in food was not that great anymore with HEPS being a porridge and the 
new meal being something like a risotto and the program is now running smoothly. 
In March, Nayamba School took part with 39 students at an athletics sport event in Chisamba where 10 
schools came together to compete. With pride and joy we were informed that 3 of our students had 
made it into the district finals where one of our students won 1st place in the 200 m run and Rosemary 
made 5th out of 15 in the 3500 m run. 
Below is a picture of the students who went to this sporting event. 

 
 
 
Building and development: 
Most of the building work is completed: the new classroom block and all the teachers houses are in use 
already. We are now working on the teacher ablution facilities which will be done within the next week 
as soon as the new borehole with the solar pump is operational. We had a few minor setbacks on the 
way in regards to the new borehole but from next week on it should all be sorted once and for all. The 
water situation in the last year has been highly problematic but thanks to my father-in-law, Pat Wright 



,who sent his tractor with a water bowser every day, up to the school, even when the road situation was 
precarious, the school and the teachers were never without access to fresh water. 
Last week the tank stand at the new borehole collapsed and we had to replace the tank which delayed 
us by a week. Luckily the damage did not affect the solar panel and the stand itself was repairable. The 
Tank however has needed replacing. Fortunatelt, the builder has declared himself responsible and will 
be replacing it. Once that is done the teacher ablution block will be connected and the showers and 
toilets will be operational.  
The next project to tackle will be the student’s ablutions block. During the rainy season the existing very 
basic facilities started to go from bad to worse and so this is now our priority.  
We had the trenches dug for the toilets when the excavation equipment was on the farm. Two builders 
have supplied us with quotes and we are just about to start the building process. 
 
In the past months, the teachers started an initiative amongst the classes to compete for the most 
beautiful classroom which has extended to the outside area as well. The students – especially the older 
ones – have made stone and flower arrangements in front of their classrooms.  
Under the guidance of Martha from Bana Tandizo (a Zambian charity that support the school with 
development advice etc) the teachers started to do the same within the classrooms.  
As a result, most classrooms have subject related, colourful drawings and posters now hanging on the 
walls. 
 
Teachers: 
In regards to the new teaching team Li and I were a bit worried to begin with – going from a relatively 
small team the year before to 11 members of teaching staff. But our concerns were not justified at all. 
With the strong lead of Digilio as headmaster and very motivated teachers behind him, the quality of 
teaching is going from strength to strength.  
Sharon and Fasten – the two teachers the John Casson Foundation is sponsoring - are a particular joy to 
work with. 
 
Let me first tell you a bit more about Sharon Phiri: 
Sharon is teaching Grade 4. Her class has at the moment 39 students. She has been with us since 
September. Sharon has excelled with outstanding teaching performances and was quickly appreciated 
by colleagues and students alike. 
Although she was pregnant and due to give birth in December we decided to offer her an extended trial 
period for another three months (wanting to see if the arrival of the new baby would understandably 
change her engagement as a teacher).  
She was very happy to accept and has since excelled further as a valuable member of the teaching team. 
Digilio and Sera cherish particularly her proactive and motivating teaching style and her outstanding 
organisational skills. She was also the leading teacher to accompany the 39 students to the sports event 
last week. 
Her extended trial period comes to a close at the end of March and we will offer her a permanent 
position and are hopeful she will accept. 
 
In her report, she points out the achievements of a little girl who is the class artist. 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Fasten Kalonde: 
 
Fasten Kalonde is teaching Grade 7. His teaching skills and calm perseverance are second to none. It was 
under his guidance that the grade 7 students achieved such excellent results when they had to write 
their exams at Mpamupamu School last October. Of the 23 students who took part in the exams only 



one student failed (she got 490pts with 500 pts being the minimum to pass. She was also pregnant at 
the time which probably added to the challenge).  
He also has a very good understanding of gender equality which comes through in his teaching.  
 

 
 
 
In the letter above he tells about one of his students who did particularly well in class.  
And on the next page you’ll find the long division she excelled in. He was so proud of her achievement 
that he shared it with us. The fact that the student is a girl is particularly important to him. 

 



 
 
The school will close on the 7th of April for 4 weeks holiday and reopen again on the 8th of May. 
The last year until now was a very intense year for Nayamba School. We made the decision to add grade 
8 last January and grade 9 next January after visiting the local secondary school. 
Nayamba grew in students and teachers and therefore also in infrastructure.  
None of that would have been possible without the generous help and support of our donors.  
Our focus for this year is to consolidate and equip our teaching team, complete all the infrastructure 
works and ensure the school has all the core resources it needs to deliver a great education to all its 
pupils, including computers that are essential for the older grades who must learn computer studies 
within their curriculum. We are also taking this year to plan and cost the trade school we want to run 
alongside Nayamba School. 
I will also attach two letters from Fasten and Sharon, which were written end of 2016. 
 
Nagwaza Farm  
March 2017 
 
Anja Kleemann-Wright 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


